
LOGISTICS
Logistically speaking, TexAmericas Center has it all. The industrial park is 
centrally located with a strategic interconnection of rail, road, air, river, and IT 
transportation assets, making the community a global transportation and business 
hub. We are within 500 miles of 23 major metro markets with a population above 
450,000, including 10 of the fastest growing metro markets in the nation. These 
markets are readily accessible via Texarkana’s robust infrastructure of interstates, 
highways, rail, and airports. We bring decades of experience in navigating logistics 
networks to make your supply chain run most efficiently.  We leverage our 
strategic, low-cost location with a mix of incentives, like foreign trade zones and 
enterprise zones, to keep your tax liability in check.

3PL
Using TexAmericas Center as your single source, final mile provider saves you  
both time and money, while giving you the ability to scale seamlessly. Our 3PL  
solutions give you greater flexibility, more control, and fewer headaches, all  
with a low capital commitment. We will help you optimize and control virtually  
every nuance of your supply chain.

We want to gain a comprehensive understanding of your supply chain to see  
where challenges and opportunities exist. We will then design solutions that go  
beyond delivering the goods to giving you a powerful advantage in a competitive 
marketplace. We welcome a call to discuss your unique supply chain needs.

• Warehousing
• Distribution
• Manpower
• Kitting
• Transportation
• Inventory Control

3PL Services

TRANSLOAD
Rail is considered the most cost-effective way to ship for many industries, but logistics needs are complex and often require  
more than one mode of transportation to get a shipment to its destination. That’s where transload services come in. 
TexAmericas Center is proud to offer a 12-car transload facility as a value-added service to eliminate bottlenecks and lower 
costs in your supply chain. Transload is ideal for dry bulk, dimensional, wet bulk, food grade, and warehouse commodity transfer.

Benefits of Transload
• Eliminating investment in track, warehousing, 

and transloading equipment
• Lowering personnel and per mile costs
• Reducing your truck shipping miles
• Growing your market reach
• Eliminating headaches in international shipping
• Relying on the expertise of shipping experts
• Adapting as your business grows
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107 Chapel Lane • New Boston, TX 75570

www.TexAmericasCenter.com

The benefit of working with TexAmericas Center centers 
around our flexibility and adaptability to meet unique 

business needs. We help manage upfront investment, apply 
best practices to operations, and connect all the necessary 

dots to help you take the next step in your growth.
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